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ABSTRACT
A microservice implements a small unit of functionality that it
provides through a network using lightweight protocols. So, microservices can be combined to fulfill tasks and implement features
of a larger software system—resembling a variability mechanism
in the context of a software product line (SPL). Microservices and
SPLs have similar goals, namely facilitating reuse and customizing,
but they are usually employed in different contexts. Any developer
who has access to the network can provide a microservice for any
task, while SPLs are usually intended to implement features of a specific domain. Due to their different concepts, using microservices
to implement an SPL or adopting SPL practices (e.g., variability
management) for microservices is a challenging cross-area research
problem. However, both techniques can complement each other,
and thus tackling this problem promises benefits for organizations
that employ either technique. In this paper, we reason on the importance of advancing in this direction, and sketch six concrete
challenges to initiate research, namely (1) feature identification,
(2) variability modeling, (3) variable microservice architectures, (4)
interchangeability, (5) deep customization, and (6) re-engineering
an SPL. We intend these challenges to serve as a starting point for
future research in this cross-area research direction—avoiding that
the concepts of one area are reinvented in the other.
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• Software and its engineering → Software product lines; Software evolution; Software as a service orchestration system.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Microservices are small and autonomous services that work together by communicating via lightweight protocols [32]. Usually,
microservices are independent from each other, allowing developers to freely choose and combine different technologies regarding,
for instance, programming languages, databases, or communication protocols [14]. So, microservices are highly interoperable, enabling developers to integrate functionalities of different systems
that are not implemented with the same technologies [19]. For
instance, implementing a complex business rule may require coordination among a Java, a PHP, and a COBOL application [36, 40].
A microservice-based architecture allows to easily manage and coordinate such a combination. Using microservices promises several
benefits, such as reduced maintenance effort, increased availability,
simplified integration of innovative features, enabled continuous
delivery and DevOps, optimized scalability management, as well as
reduced time to market [29, 38]. Different organizations, such as
Netflix1 and Uber [15], have successfully adopted this development
paradigm to architect their software systems.
Organizations have been migrating their legacy systems to a
microservice-based architecture to achieve modernization [8, 12].
The broad adoption and popularization of microservices has caught
the attention of the software-engineering research community,
particularly because microservices emerged in industry and have
only recently been investigated with academic studies.2 There are
open challenges and gaps of using microservices that are important
for practice and research alike [16–18]. One particular problem is
related to managing the variability and fast evolution of microservices. For example, different microservices can be freely combined
or provide the same functionality in different variations, but may
be deprecated or offline at any point in time. So, microservice-based
systems allow for reuse and customization [7], which are the core
principles of software product-line engineering—resulting in similar
challenges concerning, for instance, variability management.
A software product line (SPL) allows to systematically reuse
software features based on a configurable platform, enabling developers to implement a family of products, which share a common
1 http://techblog.netflix.com/2015/02/a-microscope-on-microservices.html
2 https://martinfowler.com/articles/microservices.html
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base, and customize each product to customer-specific requirements [2, 34, 39]. To this end, the platform comprises configuration
options that define what features are variable, usually using the
Boolean option of either enabling or disabling a feature. In practice, SPLs have shown to provide several benefits, such as reduced
development and maintenance costs, improved software quality,
and faster time to market [23, 39]. The success of an SPL depends
on several factors, such as the coordination among development
teams and the technology chosen to manage variability. Still, an
SPL does usually not focus on improving non-functional properties,
such as response time or scalability. So, a traditional SPL may not
be ideal for network-based, service-oriented systems in which microservices are employed. Organizations are particularly interested
in modernizing their legacy systems by migrating to microservicebased architectures to address such non-functional properties [8].
Microservices’ interoperability allows to freely reuse their functionalities. However, managing the resulting variability issues remains a challenging task, as all users share one infrastructure and
changing any microservice may affect other users that rely on that
microservice. We are aware of few studies that investigate customization in microservice-based systems, but they have not been
evaluated in real-world settings [33, 37]. In addition, these studies
do not focus on variability management. To tackle this problem, we
propose six challenges intended to foster research on applying SPL
research and practices to microservices, and the other way around.
For this purpose, our contributions in this paper are:
• We propose six challenges that are concerned with managing reuse and variability in microservice-based systems.
Precisely, we ask the research community to work on: feature
identification and mapping (Section 3.1), variability modeling (Section 3.2), microservice-based product-line architectures (Section 3.3), microservice interchanging (Section 3.4),
deep customization of microservices (Section 3.5), and reengineering a complete SPL (Section 3.6).
• We provide an open-access repository of six open-source
webshops that are based on microservices, serving as comparable subjects for our challenge case.3
With our challenge case, we aim to initiate cross-area research that
solves recent practical problems, and avoids resolving the same
problems from scratch. Furthermore, we envision the construction
of a body of knowledge on this cross-area research of microservices
and variability management.

2

SUBJECT SYSTEMS

For this challenge case, we selected six microservice-based webshops from GitHub. We picked these systems from a curated list4
to limit the scope of this challenge and provide identical versions
as baseline for all solutions [35], but additional systems from that
list may be considered in future work. In Table 1, we provide a
summary of the six webshops, including their names, examples for
the technologies5 used (e.g., programming languages and frameworks), the number of microservices, and the number of commits.
3 https://github.com/jacobkrueger/SPLC2020-Microservices-Challenge

http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3972283

4 https://github.com/davidetaibi/Microservices_Project_List
5A

curated list of microservice-related principles and technologies is available at:
https://github.com/mfornos/awesome-microservices
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We remark that we do not list all technologies completely and in
their actual complexity (e.g., databases, some frameworks, and libraries are missing), we provide only an impression of important
technical aspects for each webshop. To ensure that all solutions
of this challenge use the same versions of these subject systems,
improving comparability and replicability, we provide an online
repository comprising each system in a separate branch.3
The six webshops are:
• eShopOnContainers is an online shop that sells various
physical products. It is a cross-platform .NET system with
sample microservices (i.e., Azure Kubernetes) that runs on
Linux, Windows, and macOS using Docker containers.
• Hipster Shop is a web-based e-commerce app allowing
users to browse items, add them to a cart, and purchase
them. Google develops this system and uses it to demonstrate the application of technologies like Kubernetes/GKE,
Istio, Stackdriver, gRPC, and OpenCensus.
• Shopping Cart is a simple webshop demo application developed using microservices with the .NET Core stack.
• Sock Shop is an online shop that sells socks. It is intended
to aid the demonstration and testing of microservice and
native cloud technologies. The webshop is based on Spring
Boot, Go kit, Node.js, and is packaged in Docker containers.
• Stan’s Robot Shop is a simple e-commerce storefront that
includes a product catalogue, user repository, shopping cart,
and order pipeline. This application is used as a sandbox to
test and learn containerized application orchestration and
monitoring techniques.
• Vert.x Micro-shop is a complete online-shopping microservice application developed with Vert.x.
In Table 1, we provide links to further information for some of these
systems, but we purposely selected webshops with detailed documentation in their respective repository, described by the original
authors in a readme file.

3

THE CHALLENGES

In this section, we define six challenges that we observed in current research and practice on microservices, serving as an initial
agenda for future research. To this end, we first describe and define
each challenge in its general context before motivating its importance for the SPL research community, describing the concrete
task that should be solved, and defining our evaluation criteria.
Our challenges are closely related to problems tackled in SPL research (e.g., feature identification and location [13, 24], feature
modeling [11, 31], or re-engineering [4, 22]) and to the Apo-Games
challenge [25], but require that such research is adopted to microservices. We propose to tackle the challenges of (1) identifying
the features of microservice-based systems and establishing a mapping to the microservices that implement them; (2) developing
variability-modeling techniques that allow managing commonalities and variability among microservice-based systems; (3) defining
a product-line architecture that allows implementing microservices
as an SPL; (4) proposing techniques to manage the interchange
of microservices of different systems to enable software reuse; (5)
customizing microservice implementations on a fine-grained level;
and (6) re-engineering microservice-based systems towards an SPL.

Variability Management meets Microservices
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Table 1: Overview of the subject systems for our challenge case.
Name
eShopOnContainers
GitHub Link:

Technologies (examples)
a

# Commits

8

3,499

11

458

.Net Core, Docker, Azure, Kubernetes
https://github.com/dotnet-architecture/eShopOnContainers

Hipster Shop
GitHub Link:

Go, C#, Node.js, Java, Python, Docker, Kubernetes
https://github.com/GoogleCloudPlatform/microservices-demo

Shopping Cart
GitHub Link:

C#, .Net Core, RabbitMQ
https://github.com/thangchung/ShoppingCartDemo

9

40

Sock Shop
GitHub Link:

b

Go, Node.js, Java, .Net Core, Docker, Spring Boot, Kubernetes
https://github.com/microservices-demo/microservices-demo

8

1,612

Stan’s Robot Shop
GitHub Link:

c

Node.js, Java, Python, Golang, PHP, RabbitMQ, Docker, Kubernetes
https://github.com/instana/robot-shop

7

251

Vert.x Micro-shop
GitHub Link:

d

Java, Vert.X, Docker
https://github.com/sczyh30/vertx-blueprint-microservice

8

86

a

Further details are available at: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dotnet/architecture/cloud-native/introduce-eshoponcontainers-reference-app

b

A YouTube video by Luke Marsden shows additional details: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zzSElP8pQUA

c

Further details are available at: https://www.instana.com/blog/stans-robot-shop-sample-microservice-application/

d

Further details are available at: http://www.sczyh30.com/vertx-blueprint-microservice/

While each challenge can be addressed independently, they are
related to each other and to the development life-cycle of an SPL,
namely analysis, design, implementation, and evolution, and thus
promote solving them in combination. For example, a solution may
define a variability model and the corresponding product-line architecture, which are two fundamental artifacts to implement an
SPL [5, 26, 34]. So, we encourage authors to propose solutions to a
subset of our challenges that they consider most interesting.
We intend our challenges to provide the basis for future research,
and the same accounts for the challenge solutions. So, for reporting
a solution to this challenge case, we ask that all steps, problems,
results, analyses, and lessons learned are documented and reported.
We ask researchers to make as many details, data, tools, documentation, and other artifacts as possible publicly available, ideally in
an open-access repository. This allows for a detailed evaluation
of each solution and a comparative analysis between them. Each
challenge may be addressed manually (as far as possible) or with
(semi-)automated techniques. We do not expect that all subject systems are considered for a solution, but ask for a justification why
systems were (not) selected. Finally, we remark that we provide
the full development history in each of the branches we extracted,
which may be used for more detailed analyses.

3.1

# Microservices

Feature Identification and Mapping

Microservices are designed with the functional scope of microtasks. Micro-tasking describes the decomposition of a program task
into small and self-contained units of work [1]. So, a micro-task
contributes to solving a more complex task with a specific goal
in that task’s context and environment [28]. As a result, a feature
(or functionality, business task) is implemented by composing microservices to form a larger functional unit, which is also known
as “Microservice Compositor”6 or “API Composition”7 pattern. So,
6 https://patterns.arcitura.com/microservice-patterns/design_patterns/microservice_

compositor

7 https://microservices.io/patterns/data/api-composition.html

a first challenge for (re-)engineering microservice-based systems is
to identify and map features in a system [9].
Challenge 1: Identify the features of microservice-based systems, establish a mapping to the microservices that implement
them, and compare between systems.
Motivation. Identifying and mapping features are important activities during a domain analysis that help to reason about the features
that should be part of an SPL [26, 34]. This information is important
to design the variability model that may be used to manage the SPL.
Further, understanding how and based on what microservices each
feature is composed helps to design a suitable architecture. Finally,
the results of this analysis can help to derive new features that can
be composed from already existing microservices. So, the results of
such an analysis provide the basis for any further (re-)engineering
towards an SPL, and for establishing variability management.
Task. We ask for any solution, for example, based on existing
feature-identification techniques or a manual process, that identifies features and establishes a mapping to microservices. By identifying which microservices are involved in a feature, we can enable
systematic variability management, avoid duplicated implementations, and understand what variants can be built. To learn from
the solution, we ask for a detailed description of the method and
results. In particular, we are interested in a critical discussion of the
problems that are specific to the six microservice-based systems.
Evaluation. We performed an initial feature identification and
mapping for the six subject systems ourselves. While we do not
claim that it is a perfect ground-truth, our mapping will serve as
a baseline to assess each solution. Moreover, we will evaluate the
reporting of the results and problems, for which we expect a detailed
description of their microservice-specific properties.

3.2

Variability Modeling

Various variability-modeling techniques have been proposed in
research [11], with feature models being the most established one
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in academia and industry [6, 31]. Such a model defines what features of a configurable platform can be combined in what way.
As microservices are intended to solve various tasks in different
combinations, are interchangeable, and may not be available or
have changed at any point in time, existing variability-modeling
techniques may fall short to tackle the complexity of microservicebased systems (see also Section 3.4). So, our second challenge is to
investigate how to model the variability of microservices.
Challenge 2: Define a variability model representing the commonalities and variability of a microservice-based SPL.
Motivation. Variability management allows configuring different
system variants, reusing common features from the integrated platform and customizing with variable features. Such management
requires a variability model to represent how the features of a domain are related to each other. Moreover, a variability model is key
for other activities in SPL engineering, such as scoping an SPL and
evolving it consistently. So, creating a variability model (usually
a de-facto standard feature model) is a key activity in the domain
engineering of (re-)engineering an SPL [2, 22, 25, 26, 34].
Task. A solution for this challenge should describe how a variability model for the six webshops has been constructed based on what
methods or techniques. The details of this description should at least
clarify the input artifacts, the process employed, the constructed
model, the challenges faced, and the adaptations to the used modeling technique, process, or tool for considering microservices. Also,
the derived variability model should be provided in a format that
can be inspected with an open-source tool (e.g., FeatureIDE [30]).
Evaluation. For the evaluation, we will consider the details and
reasoning provided in the solution’s description, particularly how
the variability model was constructed and potentially adopted for
microservices. As various techniques, for example, static analysis,
dynamic analysis, and information retrieval, may be used, we will
evaluate to what extent the variability model allows instantiating
the six webshop systems—measuring the precision and recall for
that purpose [3]. This is a common evaluation method to reason
about the design of a feature model during re-engineering [3, 31].

3.3

Microservice-Based SPL Architecture

Microservices are unique in the sense that they allow combining various technologies, such as programming languages and frameworks.
So, to improve reusability and manage their variability, microservices require a different architecture compared to other software
systems. Our third challenge is concerned with this architectural
perspective, asking to design an architecture that facilitates the
variability management and systematic reuse of microservices.
Challenge 3: Define a product-line architecture that allows
to engineer and customize different system variants by systematically managing and reusing microservices.
Motivation. A product-line architecture is a core artifact for SPL
engineering, defining how the configurable platform is designed and
can be configured [5]. Having a well-defined architecture based on a
variability mechanism is a prerequisite to derive actual system variants, maintain the SPL, and evolve it consistently. The architectural
perspective can define various levels of detail regarding the SPL,
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ranging from high-level abstractions to detailed representations
of the implementation. However, for representing a microservicebased system, existing techniques for representing and defining
a product-line architecture may not be ideal, asking to study and
potentially refine these.
Task. We ask the community to derive architectural models for
the six webshops that can represent a common platform for all of
them. So, the model should consider the various technologies and
allow understanding how they interact and may be combined. The
solutions may rely on any representation, such as the architecture
description language (ADL), unified modeling language (UML),
systems modeling language (SysML), or architecture frameworks.
However, it should be clearly described what method was used
and potentially adopted, how the architecture was derived (i.e., topdown, bottom-up), how the particular challenges of microservices
were tackled, and how the final architecture aligns to the webshops.
Evaluation. Identical to the previous challenge, we will evaluate
whether the product-line architecture properly describes the six
subject systems. In addition, we will review the processes of scoping
the modeling technique and deriving the actual architecture. To
this end, we ask that the resulting artifacts (i.e., models) can be
analyzed with an open-source tool to facilitate their evaluation.

3.4

Microservice Interchanging

Microservices are designed to be well-modularized, with their
communication relying on lightweight protocols. These properties leverage the heterogeneous interoperability of microservices.
So, interoperability allows integrating microservices from different systems implemented with different programming languages
and platforms [19]. Despite their interoperability, it remains problematic to use microservices of different systems to implement
a feature, for instance, due to varying communication interfaces.
For example, among our six subject systems, only Hipster Shop
comprises a microservice for advertising named adservice. The
question is how can we reuse this microservice in another systems?
Our fourth challenge is concerned with investigating problems of
interchanging micrsoervices of different systems in an SPL.
Challenge 4: Propose a solution that allows interchanging
microservices of different technologies within a system.
Motivation. The microservices of our subject systems rely on
different technologies and specific communication protocols. To
actually utilize an SPL that allows deriving system variants with
dedicated features from these microservices, it is necessary to either
re-engineer all services to unify their technologies as far as needed
or to propose techniques to manage their differences. As for cyberphysical systems [27], we argue that microservices would highly
benefit from the second solution, allowing to combine microservices freely, rely on various techniques and providers, as well as
facilitating adaptations at runtime (e.g., integrating new services or
replacing deprecated ones). An existing technique for this purpose
is called Interchange Context,8 a technique that provides the same
protocol to microservices to communicate. However, tackling this
challenge within an SPL arguably requires adaptations to cope with
microservices, features, variability, and runtime adaptations.
8 https://dzone.com/articles/ddd-interchange-context-and-microservices
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Task. Tackling this challenge may require to adapt techniques
for dynamic SPLs to microservices, or propose a completely new
technique that allows combining the services of our subject systems
that rely on different technologies. We ask for a description of
how the technique works, whether existing techniques have been
adapted, and to provide an evaluation. To this end, a solution should
report how the technique has been tested based on what evaluation
criteria, and discuss potential shortcomings.
Evaluation. We will consider how a solution solves the challenge
of interchanging microservices in an SPL based on the provided
descriptions. In particular, we expect that each solution provides a
replicable evaluation environment, ideally prepared as a directly
usable virtual machine. This environment should, at least, allow
observing the behavior of the proposed technique in practice (i.e.,
it should interchange microservices at runtime). Moreover, a solution may evaluate the performance of the technique, showing
and potentially comparing its scalability. In the end, any solution
should measure what microservices can be freely interchanged,
whether the interchanges work correctly at all times, and how
much overhead (e.g., waiting time) may be caused.

3.5
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Evaluation. A solution to this challenge may be based on any combination of systems, features, and microservices from our subject
systems. We expect that each solution describes the use-case (i.e.,
why a feature is interacting and how), binding time, impact on other
microservice, and actual technique for handling interactions. Again,
we ask that an evaluation environment is provided, implementing
the use case and feature interaction as executable instance to observe and evaluate its behavior at runtime. To this end, the main
criterion is again the correctness of the implemented interactions.

3.6

Deep Customization of Microservices

The previous challenge is concerned with interchanging microservices that build on different technologies, which represents coarsegrained reuse and customization. In contrast, more fine-grained
adaptations (e.g., on statement level) may be necessary to tackle feature (or microservice) interactions. While this can be easily achieved
in traditional SPLs, microservices pose the problem that any small
adaptation of their behavior affects all tenants in their context (i.e.,
applications in the network that rely on the microservice) and may
result in breaking changes. For this reason, we define a challenge
that is concerned with managing fine-grained changes and feature
interactions (i.e., deep customization) of microservices, even if the
microservices may be implemented by independent developers.
Challenge 5: Propose a solution to enable deep customization
of microservices in their network-based, multi-tenant context.
Motivation. We are aware of few solutions that aim to tackle the
problem of deep customization. For example, Chauvel and Solberg
[10] proposed intrusive microservices that rely on callback code to
intrusively execute queries or commands in the other microservices
(i.e., similar to aspect-oriented programming [20]). However, this
technique faces severe security issues, as intrusive microservices
could be provided by any developer and may not be trusted [21].
Another technique was proposed by Nguyen et al. [33], who provide a proof-of-concept for using specific APIs that allow deep
customization. Still, this technique does not seem ideal to cope with
a microservice-based SPL, because it only deals with customization,
but provides no variability management.
Task. To tackle this challenge, we ask for techniques that support
feature interactions and fine-grained changes in microservices. For
this purpose, any set of microservices of the webshops may be
used to show that a proposed technique allows one microservice to
adapt/modify another. In particular, this technique has to cope with
feature interactions of the subject systems on microservice-level,
which arguably requires adaptations to existing solutions.

Re-Engineering a Microservice-Based SPL

Last, we are concerned with the re-engineering of microservicebased systems of one domain towards an SPL. The resulting SPL
can enable an organization to systematically manage and reuse its
microservices, integrate external microservices easier, and optimize
deployment. Still, we require re-engineering experiences to support
organizations in their decision-making on whether and to what extent a microservice-based SPL is useful for them, and to understand
practical as well as research problems that need to be solved [22].
While this re-engineering may be based on existing SPL concepts,
it can also benefit from solutions to any of the previous challenges.
Challenge 6: Re-engineer a microservice-based SPL from
systems in the same domain that allows deriving microservicebased system variants with different configurations.
Motivation. We argue that the advantages of microservices, namely
their interoperability and modularity, ease the process of re-engineering systems into a configurable platform. Still, it is unclear to
what extent this can be done with existing SPL re-engineering concepts or requires adaptations to these [4]. A microservice-based SPL
can provide additional benefits to an organization, for example, composing features from microservices that are based on different technologies. For research, it is important to understand not only adaptations to re-engineering processes, but also the benefits and problems
of systematic variability management meeting microservices.
Task. We ask to re-engineer the implementation of the six webshops into a microservice-based SPL. The SPL shall allow configuring and deriving systems at design time or allow for systematic
adaptation at runtime. So, the variability mechanism and binding time are up to the concrete solution, but the challenges of reengineering and deciding on these properties should be part of the
description. In particular, existing techniques and tools may require
adaptations, as they can potentially not cope with microservices.
Evaluation. To evaluate solutions to this challenge, we require
the actual implementation in an evaluation environment (cf. previous two challenges) that allows to configure, derive, and execute
system variants. At least the subject systems that have been reengineered must be derivable from the SPL, for which precision
and recall should be measured. We also expect that the process, efforts, problems, and adaptations of the re-engineering are reported,
particularly considering the adaptations required for microservices.

4

SUMMARY

In this paper, we introduced the idea of variability management in
the context of microservices. The development paradigms of microservices and SPLs have similar goals, namely facilitating reuse
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and customizing, but they are investigated separately so far. We presented six challenges that cover the development of an SPL, relating
to microservices as the main unit of functionality. Based on these
challenges, we intend to combine the benefits of both, variability
management and microservices. Consequently, we hope that our
challenge case serves as a guide for future research and facilitates
the collaboration between the different research communities. In
particular, we hope that this research can reveal what techniques
of either community require adaptations or can be used as they are.
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